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Appearance: Clear Liquid 

Specific Gravity: 0.80

Odor: Cherry

Ph (Conc.): N/A

Flash Point: 150°F (66°C) estimated.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

PACKAGING

Vapo Spray is an oil-based product designed for use on dust mops and dust cloths. 
Treated mops and cloths quickly pick up dust lint and other soil.  

Vapo Spray enhances the appearance and prolongs the life of floor finishes as it 
reduces wear and abrasion by removing sand, dirt and other gritty materials from the 
floor.

Recommended Uses: Vapo Spray can be used on all resilient tile, wood floors, concrete, 
terrazzo, marble, quarry and ceramic file, vinyl upholstery, wood cabinets, wood 
paneling, venetian blinds, formica and many other hard surfaces which collect dust.

Classified by underwriters laboratories inc. 0 as to slip resistance  only. 9.42h 

Prevention: Keep away from flames and hot surfaces. No smoking. Wear protective 
gloves/eye protection/face protection. Wash hands and exposed skin thoroughly 
after handling. Response: In case of fire: Use water fog, foam or carbon dioxide (CO2) 
to extinguish. IF IN EYES: Rinse cautiously with water for several minutes. Remove 
contact lenses, if present and easy to do. Continue rinsing. If eye irritation persists: 
Get medical advice/attention. IF SWALLOWED: Immediately call a POISON 
CENTER/doctor/medical professional. Do NOT induce vomiting. Storage: Store in a 
well-ventilated place. Keep cool. Store locked up. Disposal: Dispose of contents/ 
container in accordance with local/regional/ national/international regulations. 

This product is ready to use. DO NOT DILUTE. STIR BEFORE USING.
1. Apply Vapo Spray to a new or freshly laundered mop with a trigger sprayer at a 
rate of 2—3 oz. per 12  inches of mop head length. Adjust trigger sprayer to a coarse 
spray.

2. Hang or layout flat 12 or more hours to allow dust catching ingredients to 
penetrate mop strands and water to evaporate before use. Do not store freshly 
treated mop in a closed container as mildew may occur.

3. Brush mop periodically to remove soil and fluff strands.

4. When mop becomes matted and soiled, launder following mop manufacturers 
directions. Retreat after laundering.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

DIRECTIONS

ABOUT THIS PRODUCT

Vapo Spray

4X1 gal, 5 gal

DUST MOP TREATMENT
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